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The Foundation of any development goals is Human Rights

The words ‘Human Rights’ and the word ‘Business’ were mutually exclusive until 2011

Businesses didn’t want to talk about ‘Human Rights’. That changed in 2011 with the endorsement of the UNGP
How can corporate Sustainability Reporting be linked to SDG monitoring and drive implementation?

Business is most at ease and hence best guided by reporting what it understands:

- There must be a system to capture and report data
- There must be a reporting framework
To what extent are they used in Asia and the Pacific

Organizations that have referenced GRI to their reports in Asia Pacific

- **WORLD**: 7,562 Organizations
- **ASIA PACIFIC**: 1,882 Organizations (24.8% of total organizations)

Organizations that have referenced GRI to their reports all over the world
How is Foundation for International Human Rights Reporting Standards and Moores Rowland contributing to the SDG Agenda?

FIHRRST is led by true icons of Human Rights in Indonesia, names who are also known globally

We focus on reporting and assurance frameworks for business & government:
- Ministry of Industry => BHRISC 2011
- Bandung City => GHRISC
- Ministry of Fisheries => ISFSC